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Amber is heartbroken. Supposedly because of a pact made between three ninth century Viking

brothers and Mt. GaldhÃƒÂ¸piggenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s seers, her sisters have vanished into the distant past.

Struggling with grief, she leans on her part-time fling Sean until even he is torn away. Or so it

seems.Of dragon blood and brother to the king, Kol Sigdir Ã¢â‚¬Ëœthe luckyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ has been

determined to avoid his fate since the moment he promised himself, sight unseen, to a woman from

the future. He adores all women and itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s no easy thing knowing he has to eventually

pledge his heart to just oneÃ¢â‚¬Â¦until he meets Amber. A spirited artist and musician, she

captivates him. When she offers him a soul-deep glimpse at what was missing from his life, he soon

wonders how he will ever be able to let her go. As Kol and Amber grow closer, they face multiple

threats. Eager for revenge, King Alrek declares war. To make matters worse, he has an ally nobody

could have anticipated. One determined to see everything come to an end.Hearts struggle, rip apart,

and then are rebuilt when the laws of time are tossed aside. A thousand years means nothing when

two star-crossed souls are meant to connect. Even so, will the strength of love be enough to

withstand a powerful enemy and bridge a gap across time already closed?Also Available: Viking

King (The MacLomain Series: Viking Ancestors, Book 1), Viking Claim (The MacLomain Series:

Viking Ancestors, Book 2) as well as, The MacLomain Series: Early Years, the original MacLomain

Series and The MacLomain Series: Next Generation.
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THis is the last of a series of three. I recently found this series and had the privilege of reading them

back to back. I have to admit that I lost a great deal of sleep getting through them all but I just could

not stop reading them. They have it all! Hot men and sex and love and adventure and intrigue and

magic are just some of the things brought into this series. The ladies all have different issues to be

resolved as well as the men. Three brothers meant for three sisters, all with their unique story

brought together in the past. Viking brothers that are dragons and the last of their kind but held as

men unable to release their dragons until their pact with the seers, also sisters, is fulfilled. The

Viking thing got me started on this adventure and now I am impatient to go back to the beginning of

the story and find out how it all got started. I love this author so much I can wait to read everything

she has out there until she puts together the next series in this long story. Ladies these books have

it all and I strongly recommend this author for any with a romantic heart and a love for fantasy.

I received a beta copy of this book and purchased the published versionI loved this series and

couldn't wait for the final book to see how it was going to end and once again I wasn't

diasappointed! Kol and Amber have a smoking hot relationship just like you would expect after

reading about them in the first two books. I enjoyed watching these two free spirited commitment

phobic people find there way to true love.All of my questions were answered, I loved the twist and

turns the story took as we discovered who Sean was and what the connection was between him

and the rest of the characters. Secrets were revealed and old friends came back to help out once

again in a time of crisis.I laughed and cried as usual! I really loved the scenes involving young

dragons learning to embrace their heritage.I can't wait until next year when we go back and visit the

Vikings again. For now I'm anxiously awaiting the chance to spend more time with the MacLomains

and my favorite Scottsman!

I enjoy all of the MacLomain series books including this Viking series. This is the third book of the

series and is heartwarming as the two prior books were. If you enjoy strong female characters who

can be vulnerable at times with the men they love and strong, yet prideful male characters that have

vulnerabilities themselves, then this is the book for you. If you are found of shapeshifting dragons,



this book will take you on a wild ride.

Love this series! Keeps me about to go nuts waiting for what comes next! That's when you know

you're reading one heck of a good book & series! Sky NEVER disappoints!!!!!!
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I love Dragons and add the bonus of Vikings and Highlanders, magic Oh My. I have been a fan

since the MacLomains series began it has continued to develop and has kept me riveted. Thank

you Miss Purington for your imagination that you cleverly have brought to life. One of my top 10

favorite series, I can not wait for the continutions of the Sigrid brothers and the Later years.

I completely enjoyed this series! The story line is easy to follow and the twists to the plot are fun!

Loved this !!! Am hooked on theses ancient vikings

Kol and Amber fitted well. The ending had some great twists to it. The story was on the move all the

time and keep me engaged. I will move on now to the next series.
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